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Electromagnetic metamaterials are artificially constructed media composed of arrays of electrical

circuits that can exhibit electric and magnetic characteristics unlike those of any conventional

materials. However, the materials are lossy and hence noisy, so that the signal-to-noise ratio in

practical situations is greatly reduced. In particular, operating in the double negative region, where

both the permittivity and the permeability are negative so that the refractive index is real but

negative, incurs significant loss and noise penalties. In this work, we report noise measurements on

a double negative metamaterial at microwave frequencies and compare them with the results of a

simple model based on a transmission line loaded with lossy elements that mimic the split ring

resonators and fine wires of the metamaterial. A noise source is associated with the resistive part of

each element, and these are added incoherently to predict the total noise spectrum of the

metamaterial. The theoretical results are in good agreement with the measurements. In particular,

we find that the measured noise spectrum has contributions from both electric and magnetic noise,

but is dominated by the magnetic noise. This limits possible applications, even with optimised

materials, to functions that cannot be realised by conventional means. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5018398

I. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials1,2 are artificial media that can be

designed to provide electrical and magnetic properties out-

side the range normally encountered in nature. They consist

of arrays of structures in which both the individual elements

and the unit cell are small compared to the wavelength of

operation; homogenization3 of the structures then allows

them to be described by the conventional electromagnetic

(EM) constants of permittivity (e) and permeability (l), but

with values that could not previously be obtained. For exam-

ple, materials with simultaneously negative e and l can be

built that have a negative refractive index,4–6 and much

attention has been given to the behaviour of such media7

because they have the potential for sub-wavelength imag-

ing.8 Another concept enabled by metamaterials that has

aroused substantial interest is cloaking,9,10 in which any inci-

dent radiation is bent seamlessly around the cloaked object,

thus rendering it invisible. Practical applications include

their use in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)11–15 at radio-

frequency (RF) and for steerable antennas16,17 at microwave

frequency.

In order to generate a magnetic response, and, in partic-

ular, a negative magnetic response, metamaterials generally

rely on a resonant current circulating in a conducting struc-

ture, for example, the split-ring resonator (SRR)2,18 which is

widely used at microwave frequency. At lower frequencies,

the Swiss Roll structure2,19 has been investigated, although it

has proved difficult to make in quantity, and resonant loop

structures have been developed as magneto-inductive

cables.13,20,21 All these structures produce their magnetic

response by virtue of resonant, circulating currents.

Accordingly, there is some loss associated with them, and

considerable effort has been made6,22–24 to construct materi-

als that are low loss. This is particularly important in practi-

cal systems, where the signal is usually at a premium.

Furthermore, where there is loss, there is noise, and this has

as great an impact on system performance as the loss itself:

whereas loss can be overcome by amplification, noise

cannot—it is amplified to the same extent as the signal.

Noise is endemic in all electrical systems. It arises from

thermal fluctuations of the current carriers, and was first elu-

cidated by Johnson25 and Nyquist.26 These authors showed

that a resistor R at temperature T generates a noise voltage

per unit bandwidth of

hV2
ni ¼ 4kBTR; (1)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Some 25 years later,

Callen and co-workers used statistical mechanics27 and non-

equilibrium thermodynamics28 to generalise (1) into the

Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT).29 This relates the

fluctuations in a system with generalised coordinates X at

temperature T, acted on by a generalised “force” F, to its

generalised susceptibility v, where v ¼ X=F, through

hF2i ¼ 4kBTv00; (2)

where v00 is the imaginary part of the susceptibility. Hence,

the FDT links noise to loss. The fluctuations arise because

when a “force” is applied at finite temperature, there is a

continuum of states into which the system can move, whose

probability of occupation is governed by Boltzmann statis-

tics. Even when no “force” is applied, the system lies in a

range of states, and can even move between these states

when in thermal equilibrium. Thus, there are fluctuations in

the system, which manifest themselves as noise.a)Email: michael.wiltshire@imperial.ac.uk
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Can we apply this to a practical system, for example, a

sample of metamaterial? In principle, the FDT tells us how

much noise will be generated, but it says nothing about the

impact of the nature and the size of the sample on the noise:

this detail must all be contained in the susceptibility.30 The

core of this problem was tackled by Rytov,31 who included

noise sources (determined by the FDT) in the Maxwell curl

equations. The solutions were expressed as Green’s func-

tions, which propagate through the medium as spherical

waves, and are then integrated incoherently to obtain the

resulting noise. However, although this formalism is rigor-

ous, it is not easily used for treating practical problems. In

the long wavelength, low frequency limit, it is analogous to

calculating the demagnetising factor32 for an arbitrary

shaped sample; when retardation is taken into account, the

problem is even less tractable.

An alternative approach has been developed by one of

us and co-workers.33,34 This is based on a finite, one-

dimensional transmission-line model which permits the inte-

gration in Rytov’s theory to be replaced by a summation,

thus rendering the problem computable. In this approach, we

recognise that each element has a finite resistance and associ-

ate a noise voltage with that resistance; if the resistive ele-

ment is in a resonant circuit, the noise spectrum will also be

resonant.35 Since we have an array of such resistors, they

will all generate a noise voltage and these must be added

incoherently to obtain the total noise. Furthermore, if the res-

onant loops are coupled, so that there is a spectrum of mag-

neto-inductive36 or electro-inductive37 waves, the noise

spectrum is also modified. Thus, in metamaterials, where we

rely on resonances and coupling to provide the exotic

responses in the frequency range that we wish to exploit, the

noise spectrum will be concentrated in just those same

regions. The magneto- and electro-inductive waves couple

with the electromagnetic waves that also propagate through

the medium. The strength of this coupling determines how

much of the internal noise actually appears in the outside

world; the rest is trapped in the medium.

In a previous paper,38 we investigated the trapped noise

in an RF metamaterial by using a near-field probe to couple

directly to the noise waves in the sample. We described the

sample using the circuit model above and found good agree-

ment between the measured and modelled noise spectra. In a

second paper,39 also working at RF, we explored the noise

characteristics of magneto-inductive cables. There, the noise

was generated inside the cable by the resonant elements as in

Ref. 38, but was only observed when it left the cable. Again,

we modelled the system using the circuit approach above

and obtained good agreement between the measured and cal-

culated noise spectra.

Here, we turn our attention to the microwave region,

where the majority of metamaterials function and, in particu-

lar, we consider a so-called double negative or negative index

material. This has both a negative permittivity and a negative

permeability, but a finite transmission by virtue of the real

part of its (negative) refractive index. It is constructed by

combining a dielectric metamaterial with a magnetic one

and matching their characteristics to provide the desired

response.7,40,41 Then, both subsystems will contribute to the

noise, i.e. there is both electrical noise and magnetic noise in

contrast to the more common case when electrical noise alone

is considered. Our approach is as follows. In Sec. II, we

first describe the construction and characterisation of the sam-

ple and then proceed to the noise measurements and their

analysis. In Sec. III, we model the system using the one-

dimensional circuit model described above and compare the

calculated and measured data. We discuss the limitations and

implications of our results in Sec. IV and draw our conclu-

sions in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The noise measurements were made with the metamate-

rial samples placed inside a waveguide, so that a one-

dimensional approach could be adopted. This allowed us to

adopt the same procedure as in our previous work39 and sim-

plified the sample design by only requiring planar arrays of

elements rather than a three-dimensional geometry.

A. Metamaterial design and characterisation

Our equipment (Agilent N1996A Spectrum Analyser)

limited us to an upper frequency of 6 GHz, so a metamaterial

that had a negative index region around 4.5 GHz would be

ideal. Furthermore, a close-packed material was needed to

maximise the noise signal in the active region. We had avail-

able as the magnetic metamaterial the original SRR structure

made by the Marconi group in 1999, Fig. 1(a). This consisted

of pairs of concentric split rings, each ring being 0.5 mm wide

with a 0.5 mm gap in it, with the rings separated by 0.1 mm.

The outer diameter was 5 mm and the rings were distributed

on a square grid with a unit cell of 5.5 mm. They were fabri-

cated on 25 mm wide strips of printed circuit board (PCB)

with 1 oz (36 lm) copper on 1.6 mm FR4. This is a close-

packed structure and FR4 is a lossy substrate. Additional

losses arise from the finite conductivity of copper, rising with

the frequency due to the skin effect. The overall material,

therefore, has high loss, and hence is noisy. It has a resonance

in its permeability at about 4.5 GHz, above which the material

has negative permeability. To match this material, we

designed a “fine-wire” dielectric metamaterial [Fig. 1(b)],

which consisted of narrow (0.5 mm) copper tracks etched on a

printed circuit board (see, e.g., Ref. 42), with a unit cell to

FIG. 1. (a) SRR and (b) wire components used to construct the metamate-

rial; the scale has 10 mm divisions. (c) shows the 12-unit cell CMM mate-

rial, with alternate layers of SRRs (red) and “wires” (blue) spaced by

Rohacell sheets, mounted in the waveguide; the scale has 20 mm divisions.
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match that of the magnetic material and a sample width

slightly greater than the 25 mm of the split-ring samples, to

ensure that contact was made to the waveguide walls, so that

the wires could be treated as being continuous rather than cut.

These elements were assembled into slabs composed of strips

of SRRs, wires, or alternating sheets of SRRs and wires to

provide a combined metamaterial (CMM). The layers were

separated by Rohacell
VR

foam sheets (4 mm thick for the

SRRs or wires alone, 1 mm for the combined medium), so

that the unit cell dimension was preserved in all three direc-

tions, with the slabs being 8 unit cells wide and 4 unit cells

high. Provided that there is an integral number of unit cells

symmetrically placed in a symmetric waveguide, the trans-

verse order of stacking (i.e., SRR–“wires”–SRR–“wires” or

“wires”–SRR–“wires”–SRR) is unimportant. Samples were

prepared with 4, 6, 8, and 12 unit cells in the propagation

direction and mounted within the guide [see Fig. 1(c)].

To accommodate these slabs, a demountable custom

waveguide was constructed, of height 25 mm and width

50 mm, whose usable frequency range was 3–6 GHz, thus

bracketing the 4.5 GHz resonance frequency of the ring

structure. No demountable waveguide with these dimensions

was commercially available. The waveguide was constructed

from an un-patterned PCB (FR4 with 36 lm copper), and

was 945 mm long. The lid was held in place by seven equally

spaced clamps, and good contact was ensured by using

beryllium-copper sprung finger stock between the body and

the lid. The waveguide was fed near its closed end by a

monopole transmitter probe, with a similar receiver probe

placed 830 mm from the transmitter probe, with the wave-

guide being terminated by an absorbing plug. This consisted

of a stack of resistive foam, with the first few layers having

holes cut in them to provide an absorption gradient and

hence reduce reflections. The objective of this asymmetric

structure was to reduce the effect of standing waves in the

waveguide.

As a preliminary check on the performance of our mate-

rials, we modelled their behaviour using the commercial

electromagnetic simulation software HFSS (ANSYS,

Canonsburg, PA). First, a single unit cell of the SRR struc-

ture with periodic boundary conditions was modelled; this

showed that the SRR had a resonant frequency of 4.35 GHz,

whereas the identical ring structure, but without splits in the

rings (denoted CRR), had no resonance in the frequency

range of interest. Adding rings to the sample broadened and

deepened the resonance as expected. Modelling the wire

structure showed that the plasma frequency was predicted to

be 11.8 GHz, and that the permittivity was negative at lower

frequencies. We also modelled a CMM sample, because it is

well known that there is an interplay between the rings and

the wires in such samples that leads to a reduction in the

plasma frequency.43 In the present case, we found the effec-

tive plasma frequency for the CMM to be 7.2 GHz, signifi-

cantly lower than that for the “wires” alone.

These predictions were confirmed by direct measure-

ments using an Agilent E5071B vector network analyser

(VNA). The resonant frequency of a single SRR was mea-

sured to be 4.6 GHz using a pair of small loop probes dis-

posed on either side of the sample. This is a little higher than

modelled, but is consistent with our other measurements (see

later) and probably arises because the gap between the rings

is slightly larger than the 0.5 mm used in the models. The

effective plasma frequency of the “fine-wire” material was

measured in a waveguide, using a Rohde & Schwarz ZVA67

VNA (courtesy of Professor Norbert Klein), and was found

to be �12.5 GHz. Again, this is a little higher than modelled,

but is probably due to the “wires” being slightly thicker or

wider than modelled. We also made measurements on a

CMM sample, finding an effective plasma frequency for the

CMM of 8.5 GHz, consistent with the modelled result.

Ideally, we would extract the full details of the permit-

tivity and the permeability of the samples from measure-

ments of the S-parameters in the waveguide (see, e.g., Refs.

44–46), so that they can be used in the noise modelling.

However, it is well known that very accurate calibration is

necessary to provide reliable results, and the sample needs to

fill the guide, with no gaps around the edges. Neither was

possible here: a full TRL (through–reflection–line) calibra-

tion47,48 was attempted but was not sufficiently accurate to

be stable and, by their very nature, the samples did not

totally fill the guide. Therefore, it was not possible to per-

form the conventional extraction procedure in this work.

Instead, we calibrated our VNA with open, short, load termi-

nations in place of the waveguide ports and just measured

the transmission, S21.

There were significant “ripples” on all the measured spec-

tra because of imperfect matching between the feed cables

and the waveguide probes. It has not been possible to de-

embed the samples and hence remove these ripples using cali-

bration spectra. Furthermore, there are reflections from both

faces of the sample that can give rise to standing waves in the

waveguide, and hence additional “ripples” in the spectrum

whose period depends on the position of the sample. To mini-

mise the impact of these, we used the longest possible dis-

tance between the probes (830 mm) and placed the sample

close (within 10 mm) to the transmitter probe. Then, the

period of interference between the sample input face and the

transmitter probe becomes very long, whereas that between

the exit face and the receiver probe is approximately the same

as that for the empty guide. Numerical filtering was then used

to eliminate these interferences from the spectra. The resulting

transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 2(a)–2(c).

The empty waveguide has an average transmission of

�5.5 dB; this is due to the demountable construction and the

imperfect matching of the feed and receiver probes to the

waveguide itself. The spectra of the wires show strong atten-

uation, �50 to �60 dB, consistent with the permittivity

being negative below the effective plasma frequency. The

SRR samples transmit above and below the resonance in the

permeability: this is centred at 4.5 GHz and broadened by

coupling between the elements both within individual strips

and between strips. Furthermore, the stop band has a shal-

lower cut-off towards a high frequency, consistent with the

permeability becoming negative above the resonant fre-

quency. Finally, the CMM spectra show a transmission peak

in the region where the SRR and wires have negative perme-

ability and permittivity, respectively, thus indicating that this

is potentially a region of negative real refractive index.
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However, the presence of a transmission peak in a

CMM where the SRRs alone had a stop-band is not conclu-

sive proof that the CMM has a negative index in that

region.43 There are two factors that must be taken into

account in addition to the simple superposition model: first,

the SRRs have an electric response of their own, and accord-

ingly shift the effective plasma frequency downwards; sec-

ond, the currents in the wires interact with those in the SRR

to move the magnetic resonance of the latter to higher fre-

quency. Thus, it is possible that the peak observed in the

CMM is actually a positive index peak. Furthermore, the

SRRs in the present work are not symmetric with respect to

the electric field: the gaps are oriented along OZ, the propa-

gation direction, rather than along OY, the vertical, electric

field direction. Therefore, some magneto-electric effects are

also possible. To resolve these concerns, a set of samples

was made with only 4 unit cells in the propagation direction,

so that they could be rotated in the waveguide to align the

gaps in a vertical direction. In addition, a second set of such

samples was made with closed gaps (closed ring resonators

or CRRs40), that had an electric response comparable to the

SRRs, but no magnetic response, and transmission measure-

ments were made as before.

First, we verified that the CRR and empty guide spectra

were very similar, showing that the CRRs did not attenuate

the signal. We also noted that the spectrum of the wires alone

showed uniform attenuation across the entire frequency

range with no evidence of cut-wire characteristics. The

SRRs with gaps aligned along the propagation direction

(OZ) had a stronger response than those with their gaps

along the electric field direction (OX) because there is

magneto-electric coupling in the OZ orientation, through

which both the electric and magnetic fields can induce a

magnetic resonance response. In OX orientation, the electric

field cannot interact with the magnetic response. We then

combined the wires with the SRR or CRR components with

the wires arranged symmetrically between the layers of the

SRRs, thus minimising their coupling to the SRRs. Both ori-

entations of the SRRs showed a weak transmission at about

4.6 GHz, whereas the CRRþwire combination showed no

difference from the bare wire spectrum. Accordingly, we can

rule out both the shifting of the effective plasma edge to

below, and also the shifting of the effective magnetic reso-

nance to above our frequency region of interest, thus con-

firming that the CMM peak at 4.6 GHz is due to a region of

negative refractive index.

B. Noise measurements

The conventional method for measuring the noise figure

(NF) is to use a switchable noise source and a noise figure

analyser. If the noise source generates a noise power N0

when off and NH ¼ aN0 when on, and the ratio Y of the noise

powers is measured, then the noise factor, F, and hence the

noise figure, NF, which are defined as

F ¼ SNRin=SNRout and NF ¼ 10 log10 Fð Þ (3)

can be determined as

F ¼ a� 1

Y � 1
¼ ENR

Y � 1
; (4)

where ENR ¼ a� 1 is the excess noise ratio of the switch-

able noise source. For a sequence of N devices, with noise

factors F1;F2;…;FN and gains G1;G2;…;GN , the total gain

is G ¼ G1 � G2 � � �GN and the total noise factor is49

FIG. 2. Directly measured S21 spectra (a)–(c), and transmission spectra derived from noise data (d)–(f) for the empty waveguide (black dotted lines) and (a)

and (d) wire, (b) and (e) ring, and (c) and (f) combined samples for 4-cell (red chain lines), 6-cell (blue full lines), and 8-cell (green dashed lines) metamaterial

samples.
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F ¼ F1 þ
F2 � 1

G1

þ F3 � 1

G1G2

þ � � � þ FN � 1

G1G2 � � �GN�1

: (5)

By measuring the gain and the noise factor of the system

as it is built up, the noise factor of each element can be

extracted in turn.

Rather than just obtaining the ratio Y, we have preferred

to measure the noise spectra individually, as in our previous

work,38,39 so that the gain and the noise power, as well as the

noise factor, can be determined for each component.

Accordingly, we used an Agilent N1996A Spectrum Analyser

(SA) to record spectra at 1001 points in the frequency range

2.5–6.0 GHz, with a resolution bandwidth of 5 MHz and a

video bandwidth of 100 Hz. The noise was generated by a

switchable noise generator (BBGEN50), which was switched

on and off for alternate scans. Its ENR in the frequency range

of interest is approximately 17.5 dB when used with a 6 dB

attenuator. The signal at the waveguide output was amplified

using a CA08–4011 pre-amplifier51 before being routed to the

SA. Typically, 512 scans of each state were accumulated and

their rms average taken. We made four sets of measurements,

each of two spectra, one with the noise source switched on

and the other one off. We recorded the noise powers observed

for the SA alone, for the pre-amplifierþSA, for the empty

waveguideþ pre-ampþSA, and finally when the metamate-

rial sample was placed in the waveguide. It is then straightfor-

ward to find the gain (or transmission) of the sample and its

noise power spectrum. The transmission spectra are shown in

Figs. 2(d)–2(f) and are very similar to the directly measured

S21 spectra, but do not reach such low transmission values

because of the noise floor in these measurements is not as low

as that for the VNA.

We see that the wire samples have very low transmis-

sion, as expected for a material with a negative permittivity,

with the 4-cell sample having marginally higher transmission

that the other two samples. The SRR samples show a strong

dip in transmission at 4.5–4.8 GHz, consistent with a nega-

tive permeability region above the resonance frequency.

Finally, the CMM shows an increase in transmission in the

same region as the SRRs showed a dip, indicating the pres-

ence of a (lossy) region of real negative index. The transmis-

sion falls with increasing sample length, as expected.

Figures 3(a)–3(c) show the noise power spectra derived

from these data. We see that the noise from the wires

increases towards low frequencies, and flattens off below

about 4.2 GHz; all three samples give similar spectra. The

SRR samples show a broad maximum in their noise spectra

corresponding to the dip in their transmission spectra. The

CMM spectra are similar to those for the wires, but with a

larger intensity where the SRRs show their peak power.

Finally, we combine the noise power with the transmis-

sion to obtain the Noise Figure (NF); this is shown in Figs.

3(d)–3(f). Once again, both the wire and the SRR spectra

show saturation at their minimum transmission (or maximum

NF). However, the CMM spectra show a minimum in the

noise figure at the transmission peak, with a lowest NF of

9 dB for the 4-cell sample at 4.54 GHz; this is increased and

shifted to higher frequency for the longer samples. Also

shown is the NF for the empty waveguide; this takes into

account not only the losses and noise in the guide itself, but

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) Noise power pW=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p� �

and (d)–(f) noise figure (dB) for (a) and (d) the wire, (b) and (e) the SRR, and (c) and (f) the CMM metamaterial sam-

ples with 4-cells (red chain lines), 6-cells (blue full lines), and 8-cells (green dashed lines). The noise figure of the metamaterial samples is compared to that of

the empty waveguide (black dotted lines).
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also any extra noise generated by the absorbing plug in the

open end as described above.

III. CALCULATION

There are, in principle, two ways to calculate the noise

from a specific sample; we may think of them as macroscopic

and microscopic approaches. In the macroscopic approach,

we invoke the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem (FDT)27–29

and relate the noise power to the imaginary part of the suscep-

tibility. In the microscopic approach, which we use here, we

develop circuit models for the individual components, the

SRRs, the wires, and the waveguide. We attribute uncorre-

lated noise sources to each of the lossy elements and then

apply circuit theory to calculate the overall noise output.33,34

We model the material as a transmission line and

replace the elements within the unit cell by their circuit

equivalents. We represent the electromagnetic (EM) wave

travelling through the metamaterial by means of a lossless

transmission line [see Fig. 4(a)], with series inductance L0

¼ l0a and shunt capacitance C0 ¼ e0a in each section of

length a, where l0 and e0 are the permeability and the permit-

tivity, respectively, of free space. The SRRs are described as

resonant circuits with inductance LR and capacitance CR,

which are inductively coupled via a mutual inductance MR to

the EM-wave line, and are also coupled inductively via the

mutual inductance M to their neighbours. The fine wires are

described by introducing shunt inductors, LW, into the trans-

mission line. A finite slab of thickness d of this material sur-

rounded by free space can be modelled as a set of N ¼ d=a
sections terminated by loads Z0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0=e0

p
, as shown in Fig.

4(a). Propagation of an electromagnetic wave can then be

modelled by introducing a signal source at one end and cal-

culating the transmitted and reflected powers.

The noise in this system is modelled by associating with

each lossy element a series voltage source of magnitude

equal to the Johnson noise generated by the resistive compo-

nent. Thus, both the SRRs and the wires have losses associ-

ated with their inductive components.

Syms et al.33 have shown that the parameters in this cir-

cuit can be related to the effective permittivity and perme-

ability of the metamaterial, formulating an effective

abstraction of the circuit [see Fig. 4(b)] by including a fre-

quency dependent capacitance which represents the permit-

tivity and a frequency dependent inductance which

represents the effective permeability. These have the well-

known effective medium forms

e xð Þ ¼ 1�
x2

p

x xþ iceð Þ
(6)

and

l xð Þ ¼ 1� F

1þ j� x2
0=x

2 þ ix0=xQ0

: (7)

In (6), ce is the collision damping frequency for the wires

whose plasma frequency is xp. In (7), x0 is the resonant

frequency of the SRR, which is determined by LR and CR,

and Q0 is its quality factor, related to the damping factor,

cm ¼ x0=Q0; F is the filling factor, related to the coupling

factor MR, and j ¼ 2M=LR is the inter-ring coupling parame-

ter. The noise associated with the inductances is represented

by voltage sources VR which describe the magnetic noise

and current sources IW which represent the electrical noise.

In a bandwidth df, these are given as

FIG. 4. (a) Transmission line circuit

model of a metamaterial. Free space is

represented by the L0, C0 line, termi-

nated by Z0; the wires contribute a

shunt inductance LW, and the rings are

represented by LR, CR, and are mutu-

ally coupled by M, and coupled to the

line by MR. Each lossy component con-

tributes a noise voltage (not shown).

(b) After abstraction, the noise in each

unit cell is represented by VR and IW

for the rings and wires, respectively;

the rings contribute to the effective per-

meability, l, whereas the wires contrib-

ute to the effective permittivity, e.
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VRV�R ¼ 4kBTl0l
00adf and IWI�W ¼ 4kBTe0e

00adf ; (8)

respectively. Here, l00 and e00 represent the imaginary parts of

the relative permeability and permittivity, respectively.

We can now use this transmission line model to calcu-

late the noise performance of the metamaterial. We write

down Kirchhoff’s equations for the system, which are now

in a matrix form, and solve them for the contribution from

each unit cell to the output noise. There are two branches of

the solution: one describes magneto-inductive waves whose

associated noise is trapped in the metamaterial38 and the

other the electromagnetic wave which we study here. The

individual contributions are summed incoherently to provide

the total output noise.

We now consider the values of parameters in (6) and

(7). From the measurements of the plasma frequencies, we

know xp in both the pure wire (12.5 GHz) and the CMM

(8.5 GHz) samples, so we only need an estimate of ce.

Accordingly, we ran a series of calculations for the pure wire

system, varying ce, and compared the frequency dependence

of S21 with the measured result. The best match occurred for

ce ¼ 0:15, which is quite a high value, but is consistent with

what is expected at this frequency for copper tracks etched

on a standard circuit board.

From the measurements on a single SRR, we obtain

x0 ¼ 4:68 GHz and Q0 ¼ 35, so we require estimates of F
and j. To obtain these, we ran a series of calculations for the

ring sample, varying each parameter, in turn: j alters the

peak frequency of the SRR sample, whereas F affects the

shape of the S21 response and also shifts the frequency of the

noise peak. By matching the S21 spectra, we find j ¼ 0:05 to

give the best result, and using both the S21 and noise results,

we find F ¼ 0:23.

As noted above, the CMM has a different value of xp

from the pure wire material: this arises because there is cou-

pling between the wires and the SRRs which acts to lower

the effective plasma frequency of the wires. This coupling

also acts on the SRRs themselves, shifting their resonance

frequency in the CMM environment. We, therefore, expect

to find that a different value of j is required to describe the

CMM spectra, and by comparison with the noise power spec-

tra, we find j ¼ 0:19 to be the best value for the CMM.

We summarise the results of the calculation using these

parameters in Fig. 5. In Fig 5(a), we show the permittivity,

permeability and refractive index spectra, noting the fre-

quency shift in both the permittivity and permeability between

the CMM and the wires or rings due to the coupling described

above. This leads to the negative refractive index region lying

around 4.3 GHz, whereas the SRR resonance is at about

4.6 GHz. In Fig. 5(b), the calculated spectra for the transmis-

sion and emittance are compared with the measured S21 and

noise power spectra. The main peak in the spectra for the

SRRs alone is well described by the model; however, there is

a low frequency tail to the noise spectrum, which is not repro-

duced. The wire spectra are not so well reproduced either: the

measured transmission spectrum rises and the noise spectrum

falls above 4.5 GHz, whereas the model shows a flat response.

For the CMM, the noise peak and its high frequency tail are

correctly obtained, but the calculations show a strong

minimum in S21 at 4.3 GHz which is not present in the mea-

sured data, and the low frequency tail of the noise spectrum is

not reproduced. Nevertheless, for such a simple model, the

overall agreement obtained is reasonably good.

IV. DISCUSSION

As described above, the metamaterial that we used in

this work was based on the original SRR material from

Marconi, which provided a very convenient resonant fre-

quency of 4.5 GHz. A more fundamental reason for choosing

this material was its performance. It is a very dense material,

with a unit cell spacing of 5.5 mm and an outer ring diameter

of 5.0 mm: this is not typical for modern designs, which tend

to be more dilute.42 It is, however, well-suited to the present

study because its high magnetic density means it is an intrin-

sically lossy material with a large l00, and hence a large mag-

netic noise contribution: ideal for the present study.

Furthermore, it was straightforward to design a fine wire

structure with the required performance, which matched the

unit cell size of the SRR material. We checked the perfor-

mance of both the component parts and the CMM using

HFSS, and this confirmed that there would be a negative

index region in the neighbourhood of 4.5 GHz.

Ideally, we would have retrieved the permittivity and per-

meability spectra from S-parameter measurements, but this

was not possible for two fundamental reasons: the demount-

able waveguide was not perfectly reproducible, so the calibra-

tions were insufficiently robust, and the samples could not fill

the waveguide completely. We therefore obtained data for

various parameters in (6) and (7) in a piecemeal fashion. The

resonant frequency of the rings was obtained by direct mea-

surement, as were the plasma frequencies for the wires, both

in the pure wire medium and the CMM. By using CRRs in

combination with the wires, we have shown that there is

indeed a negative index (or double negative) region above the

SRR resonance. However, we have had to treat the damping

terms in (6), (7) as unknown parameters, estimating them

from the combination of the S-parameter and noise measure-

ments. Being determined from the same data as the noise

spectra means that the model parameters are a consistent prac-

tical set, rather than a theoretical estimate.

We used the switched source method to carry out the

noise measurements because the signal from a passive mea-

surement (as used in Ref. 38) was too close to the noise floor

of our instrumentation. The advantage of the switched

method is that one can extract both the transmission (or gain)

of a sample, as well as its noise spectrum. There was sub-

stantial interference in the spectra, arising from the mis-

matched feed–waveguide transitions, and also from the

sample faces themselves, but it was not possible to de-embed

the data using calibration. We, therefore, placed the sample

close to the input feed, so that there was effectively only one

interference frequency, and used numerical filtering to de-

embed the data. This is a robust approach, as the filter

parameters could be reliably established from the empty

guide transmission (S21) spectra and were subsequently

applied to both the sample S21 spectra and the noise spectra
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without modification. The transmission spectra thus obtained

compare well with the S21 measurements.

From the system’s point-of-view, it is often the noise

figure, rather than the raw noise power that is of interest to

developers. This measures the reduction in the signal-to-

noise ratio that occurs when an element is included in the

system and is a function of both the noise power and the

transmission. Our data for the CMM [Figs. 2(f) and 3(f)]

show that the incremental loss and the noise figure intro-

duced by the metamaterial are both approximately 4.2 dB/

unit cell, confirming that this is a very lossy, and hence

noisy, medium.

We turn now to the modelling approaches. In our previ-

ous work,38,39 we adopted a microscopic model based on a

circuit theory. This has been extended33 to describe metama-

terials, using LC circuit elements for the SRRs and shunt

inductors for the wires, incorporated into a transmission line

model for free space. Although it is feasible to extend this

model to 2-D and 3-D samples, it becomes numerically very

cumbersome; so, in the present analysis, we have used the

1-D model developed by Ref. 33 who showed how the circuit

approach could be reconciled with the macroscopic effective

medium description of a metamaterial. This has allowed us

to calculate the transmission and noise spectra based on

effective medium parameters for the metamaterial samples.

What are the implications of these results for the appli-

cation of metamaterials in practical systems? The key point

arising from these data is that the magnetic noise is substan-

tially larger than the dielectric noise. This is not surprising

because the SRR is a resonant system and inevitably has a

large v00 close to the region where v0 is negative, whereas

the susceptibility of the continuous wires is not resonantly

enhanced, so the imaginary part remains small. Thus, in a

practical system, we must concentrate on reducing the loss

and noise in the SRRs. Using a low-loss board, the seminal

work by Parazzoli et al.6,23,24 achieved damping parameters

FIG. 5. The results of the transmission line model calculation. (a) The permittivity, permeability, and refractive index spectra of the 6-cell samples with param-

eters f0¼ 4.68 GHz, F¼ 0.23, Q0¼ 35, ce¼ 0.15, with fp¼ 12.5 GHz for the wires alone, and 8.5 GHz for the CMM. The magneto-electric coupling parameter

is j ¼ 0:05 for the SRRs alone and 0.19 in the CMM. Full lines show real parts for wires (blue �), rings (red �) and CMM (black q); dotted lines show imag-

inary parts for wires (blueþ), rings (red x) and CMM (black *). (b) (a)–(c) Comparison of the measured and modelled transmission spectra; (d)–(f)

Comparison of measured noise power with calculated emittance for (left to right) wires, rings and CMM. Green full lines show measured data, black chain

lines are calculated values, with red dashed lines depicting the magnetic contribution and blue dotted lines the electric contribution to the noise power.
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approximately an order of magnitude smaller than those

found here; then, the noise is almost entirely due to the

magnetic sub-system and is concentrated closely near the

resonant frequency. Of course, in this region, the noise is

large, but away from the immediate vicinity of the reso-

nance, in what would be the useful working regime of a

negative index device, the noise becomes quite small.

Furthermore, since the transmission is also enhanced by the

lower loss, the noise figure of such a material would be sig-

nificantly lower than that found here; we would expect the

noise figure for Parazzoli’s material to be approximately

0.1 dB/unit cell. It is possible that this could lead to an

acceptable performance for a microwave device, provided

that it is only a few unit cells thick and can perform a func-

tion, like that of the MI cable,15 that cannot be achieved

with conventional materials.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured and modelled the noise generated by

a negative index (or double negative) metamaterial compris-

ing split ring resonators and fine wires as the magnetic and

dielectric components, respectively. The noise spectrum has

contributions from both components, i.e. there is magnetic

noise as well as more conventional electrical noise. We have

also investigated the noise spectra of the two components

independently and modelled these results. As expected, the

magnetic noise is concentrated in the region of the resonant

frequency of the SRRs (4.5 GHz) in both the SRR material

and the CMM material. The electrical noise is spread over

the entire spectrum, but with a broad peak showing at about

4.1 GHz in the wire material alone.

We have modelled the noise spectra using a one-

dimensional circuit model, using the permittivity and perme-

ability parameters of the materials as inputs to the noise

model. In the circuit model, we represent the elements of the

material by discrete capacitors, inductors and resistors, and

sum the noise arising from the resistive elements to obtain

the total noise. This approach has been successfully used for

RF metamaterials, and was equally successful here, with

good agreement achieved with the measured results.

The materials that we have investigated were deliber-

ately made lossy, so that the noise would be measurable. In

more practical materials, with lower loss components, the

noise is still present, and our models show that the overall

noise is dominated by the magnetic contribution from the

resonant SRRs, whereas the dielectric noise is quite small. In

a low-loss SRR material, the resonance is narrow, so the

noise is confined close to the resonant frequency, and it may

be possible to obtain useable performance at frequencies

removed from the resonance of the SRRs. Nevertheless,

because the magnetic noise dominates, practical applications

are likely to be limited to functions that cannot be otherwise

achieved.
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